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A B S T R A C T   

Deficiencies of lysosomal enzymes responsible for the degradation of glycosaminoglycans (GAG) cause pathol-
ogies commonly known as the mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS). Each type of MPS is caused by a deficiency in a 
specific GAG-degrading enzyme and is characterized by an accumulation of disease-specific GAG species. Pre-
viously, we have shown the potential of the beta-D-xyloside, odiparcil, as an oral GAG clearance therapy for 
Maroteaux-Lamy syndrome (MPS VI), an MPS characterized by an accumulation of chondroitin sulphate (CS) and 
dermatan sulphate (DS). This work suggested that odiparcil acts via diverting the synthesis of CS and DS into 
odiparcil-bound excretable GAG. Here, we investigated the effect of odiparcil on lysosomal abundance in fi-
broblasts from patients with MPS I and MPS VI. In MPS VI fibroblasts, odiparcil reduced the accumulation of a 
lysosomal-specific lysotracker dye. Interestingly, a reduction of the lysotracker dye was also observed in 
odiparcil-treated fibroblasts from patients with MPS I, a disorder characterized by an accumulation of DS and 
heparan sulphate (HS). Furthermore, odiparcil was shown to be effective in reducing CS, DS, and HS concen-
trations in liver and eye, as representative organs, in MPS VI and MPS I mice treated with 3 doses of odiparcil 
over 3 and 9 months, respectively. In conclusion, our data demonstrates odiparcil efficiently reduced lysosome 
abundance and tissue GAG concentrations in in vitro and in vivo models of MPS VI and MPS I and has potential as 
a treatment for these disorders.   

1. Introduction 

Mucopolysaccharidoses (MPS) are rare lysosomal storage diseases 
[1–3] resulting from deficiencies in the degradation of glycosamino-
glycans (GAG) and exhibiting clinical symptoms with systemic char-
acter. Since GAG are important for tissue architecture, bones, muscles 
and connective tissues are most severely affected in patients with MPS 
[2,4]. Depending on the MPS disease, defects are seen in degradation of 
one or more GAG species, which may include chondroitin sulphate (CS), 
dermatan sulphate (DS), heparan sulphate (HS), keratan sulphate (KS) 
and hyaluronic acid [2]. Thus, MPS type I (MPS I, Hurler syndrome, 
Hurler-Scheie syndrome or Scheie syndrome) is caused by deficiency of 
alpha-L-iduronidase and affects the degradation of DS and HS [2,5], and 
MPS type VI (MPS VI or Maroteaux-Lamy syndrome) is caused by defi-
ciency of arylsulphatase B and affects the degradation of CS and DS 
[2,6,7]. Although all MPS diseases have deficiency in the degradation of 

GAG and exhibit common symptoms, they have specificities both on a 
molecular level and in the clinical manifestations [2,8]. 

Lysosomes are the cellular organelles primarily affected in the MPS 
diseases. It has been established that their morphology changes and 
numbers increase due to insufficiencies in GAG degradation [2]. It has 
emerged that the engorgement of lysosomes is not the sole and only 
direct mediator of disease pathophysiology but a starting point for a 
pathogenic cascade leading to a dysregulation of numerous cellular 
processes [4,9,10]. Thus, GAG accumulation also affects other cellular 
organelles and intracellular processes (such as autophagy, mitochon-
drial function, apoptosis, vesicle trafficking [11–13]). Outside of the 
cells, GAGs are major pericellular and extracellular matrix components 
serving as a scaffold in tissue architecture [14,15]. They define tissue 
physical properties and contribute to signalling functions (as receptor or 
co-receptors and signalling modulators) [16–18]. Therefore, MPS results 
in a complex perturbation of cellular GAG accumulation, localisation 
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and activity. 
Changes in cellular and tissue GAG accumulation are reflected by 

increased GAG in urine and body fluids [19–21]. The increase in urinary 
GAG has been used as a diagnostic marker for MPS diseases [20,21]. 
Despite the fact that total GAG tissue deposition is observed and is used 
for MPS characterisation as well as for markers to evaluate treatments 
[22,23], surprisingly little quantitative information exists on specific 
GAG types in organs in relation to the different MPS (except some early 
reports e.g. [24]). 

Currently, enzyme replacement therapy (ERT) via intravenous in-
fusions, hematopoietic stem cells (HPSC) transplantation and various 
treatments for symptoms management are established therapeutic ap-
proaches for patients with MPS [25,26]. Gene therapy (GT) is also a 
promising approach to treat MPS [25,26] and, notably, there are two 
undergoing GT trials for MPS I [26]. However, because of the incom-
plete efficacy and/or associated risks of these therapies, there remains a 
significant medical need, justifying the research and development of 
new therapies for MPS [27]. Recently, we have shown the potential for 
an orally available treatment for MPS VI by a novel GAG clearance 
approach using odiparcil, a beta-D-xyloside, which competes with D- 
xylose in the synthesis of GAG, with mainly CS and DS affected [28]. In 
this way odiparcil diverts endogenous GAG synthesis to the production 
of soluble GAG which are secreted and eliminated from the organism via 
urine, and results in a net decrease in tissue GAG. Notably, odiparcil 
showed a broad distribution in tissues relevant for MPS such as bone, 
cartilage, cornea and heart [28]. In odiparcil-treated MPS VI mice, a 
reduction in the disease burden is demonstrated by a decrease in the 
total GAG concentration in liver and kidney, a reduction of cartilage 
thickening, and an improvement of corneal morphology [28,29]. 
Furthermore, an odiparcil clinical Phase 2a study (iMProveS) in adult 
patients with MPS VI demonstrated good safety and tolerability and 
improvements in pain, corneal clouding, cardiac, vascular, and respi-
ratory function for the odiparcil-treated groups compared with the 
placebo-treated group [30]. 

Here, we investigated whether odiparcil treatment could have an 
effect on the lysosomal abundance and substrate accumulation in in 
vitro and in vivo models of MPS I and MPS VI. Lysosomes in fibroblast 
cells from MPS patients were visualized by lysotracker staining as pre-
viously shown [31]. Thus, reduction in the dye accumulation indicated 
reduction of lysosome number and size and demonstrated the efficacy of 
odiparcil treatment in fibroblasts from patients with CS and DS accu-
mulation (MPS VI) and with DS and HS accumulation (MPS I). Further, 
in order to study the GAG species affected in MPS VI and MPS I pa-
thology, we analysed the component GAG from the liver and eye of MPS 
VI and MPS I mouse models by ultra-performance liquid 
chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Liver and eye 
were selected as representative organs for component GAG analysis as a 
continuation of our previous studies where we showed that odiparcil 
treatment of MPS VI mice leads to reduction of total liver GAG [28] and 
leads to improvement of corneal morphology [29]. Thus, we demon-
strated reduction of individual GAG types (CS, DS and HS) after odi-
parcil treatment. Taken together, this study demonstrates a direct effect 
of odiparcil on lysosomes in human fibroblasts from patients with MPS 
VI and MPS I and a direct effect on the GAG species accumulating in the 
liver and eye (as representative tissues) of the mouse models of MPS VI 
and MPS I. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

Odiparcil (chemical name 4-methyl-7-(5-thio-beta-D-xylopyranosy-
loxy)-2H-chromen-2-one) was synthetized either at Inventiva or at Dr. 
Reddy's Laboratories, India. All other chemicals were purchased from 
Sigma Aldrich unless otherwise indicated. 

2.2. Cell culture and cells treatment 

Primary skin fibroblasts from patients with MPS and controls were 
obtained from the NIGMS Human Genetic Cell Repository at the Coriell 
Institute for Medical Research. The following fibroblast cells were used: 
GM00034, GM00798, GM00887 and GM01254 were from patients with 
MPS I (clinically affected and biochemically characterized with IDUA 
deficiency by the supplier) and GM00031 and GM00799 as controls; 
GM03722, GM00538 and GM02572 were from patients with MPS VI 
(clinically affected and biochemically characterized with ARSB defi-
ciency measured by the supplier) and GM003720 as a control. Cell 
culturing was done according to the conditions provided by the Coriell 
Institute. For evaluation of the effect of odiparcil, cells were seeded in 96 
well imaging plates and treated with odiparcil (3 and 10 μM) added to 
the culture media 24 h after plating, with treatment continuing for 72 h. 
All experimental conditions were performed in triplicate, i.e., 3 wells/ 
test condition. 

2.3. Lysotracker labelling, imaging and fluorescence analysis 

After odiparcil treatment as described above, culture media were 
removed. Each well was stained with 100 μL/well 100 nM Lysotracker- 
red DND-99 dye (Invitrogen) in medium at 37 ◦C for 60 min. After 
lysotracker incubation wells were washed twice with phosphate- 
buffered saline (PBS). Cells were fixed and nuclei stained by adding of 
100 μL/well of 1 μg/mL Hoechst 33342 (Invitrogen) in 3.2% formal-
dehyde solution (made with PBS) for 30 min at ambient temperature. 
After incubation, wells were washed twice with PBS and stored at 4 ◦C 
until imaging. Image acquisition was done using ImageXpress Micro 
(Molecular Devices). In order to have a good representation for the 
levels of lysotracker from the lysosomal labelling, nine images were 
taken per well. Fluorescence levels were analysed using the MetaXpress' 
Transfluor application module for punctate staining (parameter <Cell: 
Pit integrated intensity >). 

2.4. Animal studies 

Male MPS I mice model [32] (Iduatm1.1Kmke allele homozygous, 
referred to as Idua− ; note we observed visibly stronger MPS I appearance 
in the male mice) and male and female MPS VI mice model [28,33] 
[28,33] (Arsbm1J allele homozygous, referred to as Arsb− ) and wildtype 
(WT) littermates were obtained from internal breeding of stock mice 
derived from The Jackson Laboratory (MPS I model: strain No: 017681; 
B6.129S-Iduatm1.1Kmke/J and MPS VI model: strain No: 005598; C57BL/ 
6 J-Arsbm1J/GrsrJ). Genotyping and identification of respective muta-
tions for Idua and Arsb were performed according to the protocol pro-
vided by The Jackson Laboratory. Treatment with odiparcil was done 
through the dietary route at the indicated concentration (1.5, 4.5 and 
7.5 g odiparcil per kg chow diet). Full description of the animal odiparcil 
treatment studies was as previously published for early disease model 
[28]. However, the duration of treatment was different for the Idua− (9 
months) and for the Arsb− (3 months). 

2.5. Tissue GAG isolation, purification and component analysis 

GAG isolation and purification from weighed eye and liver samples 
was done as described in [29]. CS, DS, and HS in the purified extracts 
were analysed according to the method described in [34] which uses LC- 
MS/MS for quantification of dimethylated uronic or iduronic acid ace-
tylhexosamine and iduronic acid glucosamine dimers derived from the 
methanolysis of the GAGs. 

2.6. Statistical method 

Statistical analyses were performed with GraphPad Prism's one-way 
ANOVA with Dunnett's multiple comparison test using as a control Idua−
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or Arsb− non treated control values. A p value of ≤0.05 was considered 
significant. 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Enlarged lysosomes in MPS fibroblasts revealed by lysotracker 
staining and lysosomes number and size reduction following odiparcil 
treatment 

To address whether changes in lysosomal appearance can be detec-
ted with lysotracker dye, we incubated dermal fibroblasts from healthy 
controls and MPS I or MPS VI patients with the commonly used dye 
Lysotracker-red DND-99 [35] which has been previously shown to be 
suitable for lysosomal labelling in MPS fibroblasts [31]. Thus, lysosomes 
were defined as lysotracker positive structures. Microscopic examina-
tion showed a clear difference in the appearance of the lysosomes be-
tween healthy and MPS patient cells (Fig. 1A). In the MPS patient cells, 
lysotracker staining showed a higher number of bigger and brighter 
lysosomes (Fig. 1A). Quantification of the lysotracker fluorescence 
(Fig. 1B, C) demonstrated that MPS I and MPS VI cells have more and 
bigger lysosomes. Next, we examined the effect of odiparcil treatment on 
the lysotracker positive structures in the fibroblasts from MPS patients. 
Based on the mechanism of action of odiparcil engaging mainly the 
synthesis of CS/DS type of GAG [28] it was expected that odiparcil 
treatment would affect disease phenotype when CS/DS degradation was 
perturbed, i.e. in MPS VI. Accordingly, significant reduction in the 
detected lysotracker fluorescence was seen in MPS VI fibroblasts treated 
with odiparcil (representative images (Fig. 1D) and quantification of the 
total fluorescence (Fig. 1F)). Interestingly, in MPS I fibroblasts (in which 
degradation of both HS and DS is affected), treatment with odiparcil also 
led to a decrease of lysotracker labelling as seen in representative images 

(Fig. 1E) and after quantification of the total fluorescence (Fig. 1G). In 
addition, the lysosome reduction in both MPS VI and MPS I was dose 
dependent as seen with the two doses of odiparcil used (3 and 10 μM). 
Thus, odiparcil showed a positive effect in reducing the number and size 
of lysosomes (less accumulation of the lysotracker dye) not only in MPS 
VI but also in MPS I fibroblasts. This effect on the lysosomes in MPS 
fibroblasts treated with odiparcil validates the approach whereby 
diverting the production of endogenous GAG in the biosynthetic ma-
chinery (located in Golgi and endoplasmic reticulum [36,37]) a relief 
from the lysosomal engorgement is achieved. Provided that other 
cellular organelles [38,39] are affected in MPS and that odiparcil pri-
marily acts in the biosynthetic pathway [28,40], it would be interesting 
to assess other cellular compartments after odiparcil treatment in MPS 
diseased cells. 

3.2. Odiparcil mediated reduction of component GAG (CS, DS and HS) in 
liver and eye of MPS VI and MPS I mouse models 

The effect of odiparcil on lysosomes in both MPS VI and MPS I fi-
broblasts prompted the question of how odiparcil treatment affected the 
individual GAG species within the MPS diseased cells. We were unable 
to obtain from patient primary fibroblasts a sufficient amount of GAG, 
required for the component analysis, and, therefore we extracted GAG 
from tissue homogenates of MPS I and MPS VI murine models. For the 
quantification of CS, DS and HS, UPLC-MS/MS analysis of the dime-
thylated dimers derived from the methanolysis of the GAG was used. 
Liver and eye were chosen as representative organs affected by the MPS 
disease. In the untreated Arsb- mice, CS and DS were dramatically 
increased compared with the wild type levels in both liver and eye 
(Fig. 2A,B), consistent with the MPS VI disease. As expected from the 
MPS VI pathology DS was the dominant species (3.5 μg/mg DS vs 0.26 

Fig. 1. Lysotracker visualization of lysosomes in MPS I and MPS VI fibroblasts and effect of odiparcil treatment. 
A. Representative images of lysotracker labelling in healthy (control) and MPS I fibroblasts. B, C. Quantification of fluorescence of lysotracker in control and MPS I 
(B) or MPS VI (C) fibroblasts. D, E. Representative images of MPS VI (D) or MPS I (E) fibroblasts treated with vehicle (DMSO) or odiparcil. F, G. Quantification of 
fluorescence of lysotracker after odiparcil treatment in MPS VI (F) or MPS I (G) fibroblasts, normalized to the DMSO vehicle control. Data is presented as mean ±
SEM. Groups were statistically analysed using a one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett's test; * p < 0.05, ** p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 compared to non-affected or 
DMSO controls (as indicated). 
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Fig. 2. GAG Quantification in Tissues from MPS VI and MPS I mice treated with odiparcil. 
A, B. CS, DS and HS quantification in extracts from liver (A) and eye (B) of WT control, Arsb- control and Arsb- mice treated with the indicated dose of odiparcil (g 
odiparcil per kg diet); C, D. CS, DS and HS quantification in extracts from liver (C) and eye (D) of WT control, Idua- control and Idua- mice treated with the indicated 
dose of odiparcil (g odiparcil per kg diet); Data is presented as mean ± SEM. Groups were statistically analysed using a one-way ANOVA followed by Dunnett's test; ** 
p < 0.01, *** p < 0.001 compared to WT or Arsb− or Idua- controls (as indicated). 
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μg/mg CS in liver, 0.76 μg/mg DS vs 0.26 μg/mg CS in the eye of Arsb- 
mice). The lower abundance in CS observed in comparison to DS might 
be related to a suggested bypass of the block of CS degradation by 
endoglycosidases [1]. Surprisingly in the liver and eyes from Arsb- mice, 
HS also showed a small but significant increase (0.086 μg/mg in Arsb- 
liver vs 0.048 μg/mg in control WT siblings, 0.046 μg/mg in Arsb- eye vs 
0.035 μg/mg in WT). This increase of HS, degradation of which should 
not be affected in MPS VI, might be explained by secondary storage as 
previously seen for DS in Sanfilippo disease [41]. Based on the fact that 
odiparcil engages mainly in the synthesis of CS and DS [28], similar to 
the effect on the lysosomes, it was expected that odiparcil treatment will 
be effective in reducing CS and DS. Indeed, CS and DS were reduced in 
the liver and eye in MPS VI mice treated with odiparcil. The reduction of 
DS in both the liver and eye appeared to be dose dependent, with a 
possible saturation of the effect between the two high doses. CS in the 
eye also showed a dose-dependent reduction after odiparcil treatment. 
The effect on CS in the liver was more complex with a reduction detected 
only with the highest dose. Interestingly, a small but significant increase 
of liver CS was observed with the low dose of odiparcil. This might be 
explained by a possible effect specific only for odiparcil-bound CS, 
which might be trapped in the excess of the endogenous GAG (most 
probably extracellularly since odiparcil-bound GAG are readily secre-
table [28]). Notably, liver DS was decreased at all doses of odiparcil. 
Odiparcil treatment did not change significantly HS levels in the liver; 
however, with the high doses, a small but significant reduction in HS 
was seen in the eye. Thus, odiparcil treatment had a clear effect in 
reducing the dominant accumulating GAG species in MPS VI (DS) liver 
and also showed a significant reduction of CS, DS and HS in the eye. 

In liver and eye samples from MPS I Idua- mouse model, all three 
GAG types were detected (Fig. 2C, D). As expected from the MPS I pa-
thology, DS and HS showed the highest abundance, with CS also 
significantly increased. Remarkably, in untreated Idua- liver and eye 
samples, CS and DS showed similar levels to those detected in untreated 
Arsb- samples. HS, however, was markedly increased in the liver and eye 
of untreated Idua- mice (liver: 19.3 μg/mg vs 0.052, and eye: 0.98 μg/mg 
vs 0.051 in Idua- vs control WT siblings, respectively). In comparison, HS 
was only mildly elevated in the liver and eye of untreated Arsb- mice (see 
above). Odiparcil treatment also led to a reduction in different GAG 
species from Idua- mice with a strong effect on DS and CS at the 2 high 
doses of odiparcil. Interestingly, HS was also reduced significantly but 
only in the liver. Notably, not only was the accumulation of CS and DS 
similar between the MPS VI and MPS I models, but additionally the 
odiparcil effect on CS and DS in MPS I mimicked the effect in MPS VI. 

A comparison of the component GAG species showed not only the 
difference between the disease states, but it also demonstrated a 
different GAG burden in the organs, as exemplified by the liver and eye 
(e.g. HS was 20 μg/mg in liver vs 1 μg/mg in eye from untreated Idua- 
mice). This might reflect specificities of GAG tissue metabolism in 
different organs and be related to the disease pathophysiology. Simi-
larly, the different efficacy of odiparcil treatment in reducing GAG 
concentrations in the different organs might be also explained by dif-
ference in GAG metabolism across the different organs. Previously, it 
was shown that odiparcil was efficacious in reducing CS/DS accumula-
tion in MPS VI models as a result of its ability to stimulate the production 
and secretion of odiparcil primed CS/DS [28]. Here, we find that odi-
parcil was also efficacious in reducing HS accumulation, as seen in the 
eye of Arsb- mice and the liver of Idua- mice. Thus, it remains to be 
clarified whether this effect on HS is direct (by affecting directly the rate 
of HS synthesis in some cells types) or indirect (via some mechanism 
associated with the reduction of CS and DS). 

The lysosomal accumulation of GAG and GAG fragments is recog-
nized as a primary defect leading to the pathophysiology in MPS [2,42]; 
principally, excess amounts of GAG accumulate both intracellularly and 
in the extracellular matrix [9,43]. The GAG species (CS, DS and HS) 
analysed in this study are components of the total tissue GAG derived 
from both extracellular (e.g. matrix) and intracellular depositions. Thus, 

the methods used to isolate and quantify the GAG species in this study 
cannot discriminate between the GAG localised within biosynthetic or-
ganelles, with that located in the pericellular / extracellular space or in 
the degradation pathway (e.g. lysosomes). Even without knowing the 
precise localisation of GAG, the quantification of individual GAG species 
in tissue homogenates can be useful for the evaluation of treatment ef-
ficacy, as demonstrated in this study on the therapeutic potential of 
odiparcil. Odiparcil therapy provides a mechanism to interfere with the 
level of GAG entering from the biosynthetic pathway [28] and our data 
show that odiparcil is effective in reducing the three species of GAG 
analysed (CS, DS and HS). In addition to the specific cellular local-
isation, it remains to be clarified what effect odiparcil or other therapies 
have on the GAG chain size, disaccharide composition, level of protein 
glycosylation, and GAG functionality. 

4. Conclusion 

In this study we have further investigated the therapeutic potential of 
the orally available beta-D-xyloside odiparcil for treatment of MPS. In 
conclusion, we could differentiate MPS VI and MPS I patient fibroblasts 
from normal fibroblasts by using the common lysotracker dye and 
demonstrate the efficacy of odiparcil in reducing the lysosome 
engorgement in both diseases' fibroblasts. Furthermore, we quantified 
the CS, DS and HS concentrations in liver and eye tissue extracts from 
MPS VI, MPS I murine models and WT control. We also showed that 
odiparcil treatment was efficacious in reducing the component GAG in 
the selected organs in both MPS VI and MPS I, suggesting that odiparcil 
might be further investigated as a therapeutic (as a monotherapy or in a 
combination with other therapies such as ERT and GT) for a broader 
group of MPS, in addition to MPS VI. 
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